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UNIQ10UE CONCENTRATES – MULTI LEVEL SKIN CARE
• the only products in the world that comprise the active-agent-accelerator : cell active Q10"
- it supports the skin cells when nature reaches the age related boundaries
(Coenzyme Q10 is found in every living cell of our body, only the quantities dwindle with age)
UNIQ10UE Q10 is 100% NATURAL + 100% BIO AVAILABLE + 50-TIMES HIGHER in DOSAGE
• UNIQ10UE CELL COSMETICS applies all active agents in highest concentration inorder to keep the skin
healthy and functional for a s long as possible
• UNIQ10UE CELL COSMETICS is an innovative COSMETICS SYSTEM – that builds the skin holistically from
the INSIDE and from the OUTSIDE

Lipo Filler

Cell Fitness

Stemmcell

Cell Repair

effective to

Power Ampoule
activates as far as

Eye + Lip Mask

effective to

Cell Lift

effective to

Cell Relax

from the outside
EPIDERMIS – Oberhaut
Stratum corneum – Hornschicht
Stratum lucidum – Glanzschicht
Stratum granulosum – Körnerschicht
Stratum spinosum - Stachelzellschicht
Stratum basale – Basalschicht

DERMIS / CORIUM – Lederhaut

from the inside

Q10-granulate

effective to

Stratum pappilare – Papillen – Zapfenschicht
Stratum reticulare – Netzschicht

SUBCUTIS – Unterhaut

aktives BETTERAGING mit Q10
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Tool base application

Mixable

Revitalizes stamcells

Enhanced cell communication

Reduces pigmentation

Botox substitute

Adipose cell activation

Pore refining

UV-protection

Struktural consolidation

x

Barrier protection

Anti inflammatory

Cell regeneration

R

Enhanced skin elasticity

Immediate freshness effect

UE

Wrinkle reduction

Hydratizing

Active-agent-accelerator

Oxidative cell rpotection

Cell energy

UNI
SPECTRUM OF ACTIVITIES

CELL ACTIVE Q10+
IS RESPONSIBLE
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Q10 CELL GRANULATE
…is effective from the inside in the subcutis

acts in the DEEP SKIN LAYERS,
That NO cream can reach!
From head to toe!
Is fastest SUPPLIER OF ENERGY
(UNIQ10UE Granulatw gets already absorbed through
the oral mucosa and is immediately available to every cell)

Replenishes the cell with CELL ENERGY
Accelerates CELL RENEWAL
Improves the SKIN ELASTICITY
Is an extremely strong ANTIOXIDANT
Ingredients
chromatographed Q10 of highest purity
saccharose, CMC.
Dosage:
Put daily 1 measuring spoon of Q10 granulate directly into
your mouth and allow to dissolve .
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DEEP CLEAN
ANTIOXIDATIVE CLEANING
adansonia digitata baobaboil
theobroma cacao
vitamines E + C

+

CELL ACTIVE

A special Anti Aging Cleansing cream
Protects against epidermal loss of moisture

Evens out the skin and protects the barrier
Regenerating and firming
Is a strong antioxidans

Application: pump 2 units of DEEP CLEAN onto your palm, foam up with water and apply.

Rinse of with warm water.

100ml are sufficient for app.170 treatments
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PEELING MIX
INDIVIDUALLY MIXABLE
sodium chloride – Himalayan salt
theobroma cacao

+

CELL ACTIVE

Supplies the skin with valuabls minerals
Sloughs off encrusted and dead skin cells in a natural way
The skin can breath freely and is thoroughly cleaned
and firmed
Enhances the ability to absorb active ingredients
Sanitizes and acts anti inflammatory
Diminishes pigmentation
Supports cell renewal
Evens the skin out

Application: spread DEEP CLEAN on your face and add PEELING MIX at own discretion. Massage
gently over your skin until entirely dissolved.

Store in a dry place

35ml are sufficient for app.70 treatments
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POWER AMPOULE
… is effective to the stratum reticulare
Super CELL ENERGIZER
With low molecular hyaluronic acid and

CELL ACTIVE

+

Stimulates the skin renewal
Brings dry and greasy skin aereas in balance
Hydratizes the deeper skin layers
Activates the production of collagen
Instant cell regimen for stressed skin

Application: Put straight onto cleaned skin and let absorb; especially with obvious
moisture deficit.
Shake before use!

100ml reichen für ca. 150 ANWENDUNGEN
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CELL FITNESS
… is effective to the stratum reticulare
FIRMING/ HYDRATISEND
Low moleculare hyaluronic acid
Imperata Cylindrica
Panthenol
Syn Tacks Complex

CELL ACTIVE
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Mixable into any cream
Steadies the cell`s osmotic balance
Provides instant freshness with long term effect
Protects and renews the various collagen molecules
and structural proteins
Is responsible for visible imrovement of skin elasticity
and increased resilience
Dewrinkles impressively
TIP: Mix with Cell Repair for a strong ANTI-AGING- MASK
Application: mix into your favourite skin care product or apply directly on skin.
Final treatment with oily skin and when oily creams are not tolerated (i.e.acne, rosacea)
Also feasible with tool based application

100ml are sufficient for app.150 treatments
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STEMCELL Concentrate
… is effective to the stratum basale
VITALIZING - PROTECTING
High molecular hyaluronic acid
Opuntus Ficus-Indica Stem-cactus
Malus Domestica

+

CELLACTIVE

Vitalizes and regenerates the skin`s own stemcells
Protects against UV rays and oxidative stress
Fend off harmful environmental attacks
The skin`s micro relief becomes more even and smoother
Prevents photoaging
Reduces pigmentation
Refines the pores

Application: Feasible für any skin type. Use thinly under your make-up
For mature skin add 2 units of CELL FITNESS for extensive moisture.

100ml are sufficient for app.150 treatments
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EYE + LIP MASK
… is effective to the stratum spinosum
WRINKLE PUSH UP / CELL PROTECTION
High molecular hyaluronic acid
Imperata Cylindrica
Vitamines E+C

CELL ACTIVE

+

Most advanced active antioxidans protect against
free radicals and premature skin aging
Protection from UV light and toxic pollution
Long term wrinkle push up

Eliminates puffiness, smoothens out crow's-feet
and reduces dark circles.
Perfect first aid for chapped and fissured lips

Application: Spread right onto the delicate skin around your eyes and lips.
Allow a few minutes to absorp; take off surplus .

100ml are sufficient for app.150 treatments
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CELL REPAIR
… is effective to the stratum spinosum
REGENERATION / WRINKLE REDUCTION -36%
Aloe Vera
Vitamines A+E+C
Panthenol, luxurious oils
Dermaxyl CL

CELL ACTIVE

+

Protects against oxidative stress

strengthens the epidermis
Regenerates UV-damaged skin
Dermaxyl Cl peptide complex cater for wrinkle
reduction in volume -36% and depth -27%.
Boosts the lipid barrier, firms the cell structure
alleviates tautness, flaky aereas dwindle

TIP: Mix with Cell Fitness for a strong ANTI-AGING- MASKE
Application: as final treatment for dry skin. Is very well suited for neurodermtatitis,
teleangiektasies, couperose, inflammation

100ml are sufficient for app.150 treatments
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CELL LIFT

TOOL BASED

… is effective to the stratum reticulare
INSTANT-LIFTING / MUSCLE RELAXANT
High moleculare hyaluronic acid
Parakresse
Theobroma Cacao
Aqua Fill Complex

CELL ACTIVE

+

For tool based treatments with ultrasound,
Iontophoresis and meso elektroporation
Provides a long term freshness effect
The skin gets upholstered and lifted from the
deep skin layers
Mimic muscle activities get persistently reduced
Aqua Fill Complex reduces wrinkles by -36%
and refines pores by -26% (see study)
Stimulates the regeneration of collagen and elastin fibres
Supports the ability to renew the skin cells

Application: for the tool based application with ultrasound, iontophoresis or
meso-electroporation

100ml are sufficient for app.150 treatments
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LIPO FILLER GEL
… activates into the subcutis
EFFECTIVE ANTI AGING
Low moleculare hyaluronic acid and
high moleculare hyaluronic acid
Lipo-fill-complex
Aqua Fill

+

CELL ACTIVE

the most effective anti aging gel based
on newest technology.
constrains structural fat reduction which
transforms fat into fatty acid
activates the lipogenesis, the natural upholstering via
fatty acid synthesis
upholsters and lifts from the deeper skin layers
Refines pores by -26%

Improves the skin`s evenness

Application: Apply during each treatment after the POWER AMPOULE on face, neck

and decollete

100ml are sufficient for app.170 treatments
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CELL RELAX CREAM
… activates into the subcutis
CELL BOLSTERING with BOTOX substitute
High moleculare hyaluronic acid
Lipo-fill-active-agent-complex
Parakresse / Vitamines A+E+D
Avocado oil

CELL ACTIVE

+

high end technology activates subcutaneous
skin layers
Constrains the structural decomposition of the skin matrix
Activates the lipogenesis(fatty acid synthesis)
Blocks the lipogenesis
(the transformation of fat into fatty acids)
reduces the muscle action for a relaxed and
even skin appearance
Mimic induced wrinkles relax through lipo
micropearls
Enhances the natural skin barrier
Improves the skin elasticity
Application: Use this 24 hrs. Skin care product as final layer on the wrinkled aereas;
especially for mature skin

100ml are sufficient for app.150 treatments
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CELL – ENERGY - THERAPY

Begin treatment with "DEEP CLEAN"
Froth up well 1-2 units.
Peeling with "PEELING MIX"
Apply "PEELING MIX" (choose amount according to type and condition of skin) onto frothed up "DEEP CLEAN“ and rub gently
with rotating moves over face until the coarse Himalayan salt cristalls have dissolved
If desired use a facial toner for secondary cleaning
Use vapozon or warm pad before deep cleansing
Gently patt "POWER AMPOULE„ into the skin
Apply a thin layer of "LIPO FILLER"
For a cycle with ultrasound, iontophoresis (positiv) or meso elektroporation use "CELL LIFT" and massage into the skin for
3-6 minutes
Generously apply„EYE + LIP MASK"
Choose your final treatment individually according to type and needs of skin. For example create a mix from
"CELL REPAIR + CELL FITNESS"
 takes care of dry skin with atendency to tautness and tenseness
 Calms down irritations, reddening, inflammation and itchiness
 dewrinkles visibly
or "STEM CELL CONZENTRATE + CELL FITNESS"
 brings the oily skin back into balance
 revitalizes the skin and protects from harmful environmental factors
 Pigmentflecken werden gemildert.
or "LIPO FILLER + CELL RELAX"
 most effective ANTI-AGING- COMPLEX with immediate wrinkle filling
 relaxes the facial muscles and refines the pores
 activates the lipogenesis.
After the application leave every product for a few minutes to be absorbed; take off surplus with Kleenex
Use UNIQ10UE CELL COSMETICS as Multi-Level-Skin-Care especially for mature skin and observe immediate skin improvement.
UNIQ10UE CELL COSMETICS may also be used for best results with rosacea, couperose, neurodermatitis and acne…

